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INTRODUCTION

Stephen Dedalus,
Joyce's .A Portrait,
1 8 9 8.

the leading charac ter in James

entered Dublin's University College in

T he sch ool had b ee n founded as the Catholic

Univer sity of Ireland in 1852, by John Henry Newman, who
had given up a successful career at Oxford University in
favor of joining the Catholic Church.

He came to Ireland

as a well known scholar and respec ted educator.
resigned

from

his

Newman

position as rec tor of the newly

established school in 1858.

He and many others considered

his "Irish Campaign" to establish an institution of higher
learning for young Catholic men a failure.1

Despite the

circumstances surrounding Newman's resignation, the impact
of his philosophy of education which he presented in Dublin
in 1851 cont inued long after his retur n to England.
Su11ivan in his .iJ.Q.Y..Q.&. .A.mQ.ng ..t..h&. .i!.&..§..Y..i.i.§. makes no te o f t he
Irish author's immense admiratio n of Newman when he was
still an undergraduate.2

Therefore,

readers of .A Portrait

will not be surprised to learn that Stephen shares Joyce's

2

admiration, and that this enthusiasm is reflected in the
story of the young artist's life.
Stephen makes reference to several authors as he
develops his own point of view and distances himself from
what he perceives as the restricting influence of his
parents and his high school teachers.

Literary critics

have studied the influence of such authors as Ibsen, and
have noted the influence that Stephen's studies had in the
development of his character,

and intellectual formation.

The absence of similar studies of Newman's influence on
Stephen's life is difficult to understand since the young
artist refers to this author's writings, and singles him
out as the best prose writer of the times.

Secondary

sources acknowledge Joyce's admiration of Newman, but fail
to evaluate the importance of Newman in A .£Qr�r�i�-

A

search of available sources was made without success.
Apparently no one has researched the Joyce/Newman/Stephen
relationship .
The apparent failure of literary critics

to recognize

and define the impact of Newman's influence on James Joyce,
as it is reflected in the life of Stephen Dedalus, leaves
the reader of the novel without a source of valuable
information about Step hen's behavioral, intellectual and
spiritual formation.

To fully under stand Stephen in the

context of A Por�r�i� he must be seen as a young Catholic

3

man living in a country

whose political fortunes are

controlled by the occupying British Army.

Ireland is also

a nation whose Roman Catholic leaders are said to have
compromised themselves when a great leader,

Parnell, lost

the support of the hierarchy because of an "affair" with a
fellow politician's wife.

The reader will perceive the

intensity of polarized points of view on both matters at
the Christmas dinner scene in A Portrait.
Stephen is attracted by several voices asking his
allegiance to their causes.

He considers that the Church,

despite its dominating power, has failed in its mission of
authentically representing the Christ of the Gospels.
political

and cultural roots of the nation

prostituted.

have been

Stephen sees a possible solution in the

presentation of newer, challenging ideas to the people.
will

form a

The

new

conscience,

as

the

He

arti st/priest

transforming the values of his fellow country men by calling
them to a new self -understanding and purpose in their
relationship to church and country.
From his study of Newman's life and writings,

Stephen

has learned that the English-convert-writer had experienced
situations equally as paralyzing as his own; and that he
has add ressed himself to the que sti on of im mutable
doctrines that develop with the passage of time.

Newman

had experienced rejection, and has known the isolation of

4

"exile," and from the mids t of

the fer ment ation of

political and ecclesiastical opinions had emerged without
compromise in the service of truth.
The task of this thesis is one of service to future
readers of A Portrait by providing a

analysis of what has

been overlooked previously in the Joyce/Stephen/Newman
relationship that is seen in the novel.

James Joyce's use

of Newman's writings in A Portrait indicates clearly that
he had a ready knowledge of the author's major works.

His

understanding of Newman's philosophy of Education and his
ser mons

enables

him

to

express

this

appreciation

appropriately in the words of Stephen Dedalus, who uses
quotations fromhis works in two distinct relationships.
While he is a student at Belevedere, he uses the thoughts
and wor ds of Newman's ser mons in his pr ayer life.

After

entering University College, he relates to Newman as an
educator using quotations from .1'.l:!&. � .Q.f. A University and
A Jir.a.!!l.!!l.a.r. Q.f ll.§.�.n..t..

This thesis

demonstrates that

Stephen's intellectual and spiritual growth cannot be
properly evaluated apart from Newman's place in the novel.

CHAPTER ONE: Newman in Dublin--The University Question

In 1845 John Henry Newman,

who had been a leading

figure in the Tractarian Movement, was received into the
Roman Catholic Church.
a scholar.

Newman had long been recognized as

Therefore, his departure from Oxford University

and the Church of England was a great blessing for the
Catho lic communi t y in England.
writings,

The su ccess of his

particularly the sermon that he delivered at

c er emonies marking the restoration of the Catholic
hi erarchy in England,

es tablished him in a p lace of

prominence among Catholics.
lecturer,

He was sought after as a

and he was asked to address the question of

education for the Catholic population.
While he was in Rome, after his conversion, preparing
for his ordination as a priest, he attracted the attention
of bishops from other countries, includ ing Doctor Cullen
who was serving as Rector of the Irish College in Rome
during that time.
f avorably

Apparently

impressed by

Doctor Cullen was very

Newman,

and remembered hi s
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reputation as an educator after he had returned to Ireland
Whether it is attributable

some years later as a bishop.

to Pro v i de nce or coin cidence,

Arch bishop Cullen was

instrumental in bringing Newman into a plan to resolve the
u n for t u n ate situation th at pre v en te d Catholics from
recei v i n g

higher

education

at

a

Ch urch

sponsored

university.
When the

Catholic bishops of

Ireland met at the

N ational Synod of Thurles in 1850 no Catholic college had
the right to issue degrees that were recognized by the
state.

Two events

before

the

which occurred in the years immediately

N ational

Synod

heightened the need for a

Catholic institution of higher learning in Ireland.

In

England there was currently a movement to divorce secular
and religious education, and the potential ramifications of
this movement caused great concern among the bishops.

They

were aware of the effects of the "new liberalism" in
England,

where they had seen the results of the failure of

the Oxford Movement, and how the efforts of the Tractarians
were unsuccessful in retaining the study of theology as a
part of the curriculum at Oxford.
secular and naturalistic.
so c h ar ged

with

"The new spirit was

The atmosphere at Oxfor d, once

r elig ious

potencies,

was

now

the

rationalistic atmosphere of biologists, geologists, and
empirical thinkers .... n3

"Thus when Newman was invited in

7

1851

to give a s eries of lectures in Dublin ... I rish

Catholics had already b ecome acu tely alarmed over
secu 1 aris
. t ed uca t.ion•... 114

Another factor that caused the Irish bishops to hasten
their decision to establish a Catholic University was a
recent move by the British Prime Minister, Sir Robert Peel,
to es tablish a series of Queen's Colleges in which the
unacceptable divorce of religion and education had taken
place in 1845.

"This was even less satisfactory for

Catholics than Trinity College,

Dublin ..•

which though

thoroughly Protestant, did not like the Queen's Colleges,
divorce religion from education.115
Faced with the threat that they discerned in the
liberal movement in education, the Irish bishops sought and
ob tained the permission of the reigning pontiff to
es tablish a Catholic University.
approval.
scholar,

Pope Pius IX gave his

At this point John Henry Newman, well known as a
a noted power in the Tractarian dispute,

recent convert to

R oman Catholicism,

was

and

asked by

Archbishop Cullen to give a series of lectures against
"...mixed

education

- Catholics

and

s ubmitting to the same curriculum....11 6

non-Catholics
Newman accepted

Archbishop Cullen's invitation and in 1851 delivered a
series of nine lectures that would be published later as
The� Q.f A University.

What was later considered one of

8

Newman's greatest contributions to literature was never
fully appreciated or utilized in the setting of the Irish
Catholic University.
Although

Newman was

Archbishop

Cullen's personal

choice to be rector of the new university, the newcomer to
Dublin was well aware of a division of opinion among the
bishops of t he Synod ,

whose dec ision to establish a

Catholic University was carried with a one vote majority.
This lack of significant support would eventually cause the
founding rector to resign and return to England in 1 8 5 8 .
Newman's part in this issue in the history of higher
education in Ireland called the "University Question"
accounte d for the successful founding of the University,
but his philosophy of higher education would fail to
convince all the members of the hierarchy"•.• that the only
way to meet modern intellectual infidelity was on its own

grounds through a courageous program of higher education.117
T his sc hool wou l d survive until 1

8

79 when the Royal

University of Ireland was established to serve" ..• as a
cumbersome examining machine whose principal function was
to award degrees to candidates from any college affiliated
W 1'th

1·t • • • •

n8

In 1 8 51 Newman had stated what would be his purpose in
establishing a university in his

Ih� Er���n�

EQ����Q.Il Q.f.

"I want a laity, not arrogant , not

9

rash in speech, not disputatious, but men who know their
religion, who enter into it, who know just where they stand
I want an intelligent, well instructed laity."9
hope of Newman was never realized.

The

The political climate

in Ireland and the lack of com mitment of all the bishops
led to a situation which caused Newman to resign in 1858.
An awareness of

Newman's hopes for an educated laity

is important to the reader because the� facto

antagonism

between the laity and the Irish bishops is also clearly
shown in .A J:Qtlr...a.i.t.; and is similarly revealed in Joyce's
own life.

A recent study of Newman's understanding of the

role of the laity in the Church help to clarify the tension
that existed between Newman and the Irish bishops.
Newman's notion of a university and of
a place of theology in its curriculum
w a s s e t o u t i n hi s JJ..nl..Y&.1'...§..i.t..Y
D i.§.QQJ.U..§.&..§..
That theo 1 ogy be 1 on ged
w i t hi n t he r ea l m of u n i v er s i t y
disciplines was beyond question, but
university theology was to be different
from seminary theology.
University
students were laymen being fitted out
f o r l a y ca r e e r s a n d he n c e t h e i r
theological training needed to be such
as to enable them to make their way in
the world of affairs. This religious
trainin g had t o be on the level of
superior instruction given in other
disciplines and it was to be made the
matter of examinations. Religion would
be treated as all other subjects so
that along with the study of profane
history there would be religious
history; alongside literature there
would be the Bible." 11 • • • The layman's
task, as N e w m an saw it, was the
complement of the theologian's.
The

10

latter was involved in investigating
and determining the meaning of the
truths of faith and their relationships
to each other.
The layman's role was
to take the wo�k of the theologians and
make it known. O
The institution Newman founded continued despite the
government's refusal to grant the power to confer degrees;
and as has been stated, it survived until the establishment
of t he Royal University in Ireland in 1879.

It was taken

over by the Jesuits in 1883.
Its first rector, Father William Delany, described it
as "An e d u cational mak eshift .••at least
nothing.n11

b e t ter than

Under a new name, University College, it was

guided by the educational philosophy of the priests of the
Society of Jesus "..•it could at least offer its students
an education of some practical value 11 • 12

The unhappy

sit uation that Sullivan describes shows clearly how the
hopes

of

College,

Newman

had

never

materialized.

University

although it had survived under Catholic auspices,

did not reflect Newman's stated purpose of a university.
J oyce in his own life and Stephen in A �QR�R��� are
critical of the school's condition.
James Joyce entered the University College in the
Aut u mn of 1898.

Ellman's biography gives a brief account

ofthe history of the school, stating that the first Jesuit
president was Father William Delany,

a highly regarded

11

educator, who struggled, in the face of critics, to keep a
balanced liberal arts program.

Ellman makes note of the

fact that Gerard Manley Hopkins was a faculty member.13

He

was elected as a Fellow of the University and was appointed

to the Chair of Greek.14

The history of Newman's i n f luence on

Catholic

education in Ireland would be incom plete if mention were
not made of Hopkins and Arnold.

These men who knew Newman

so well and continued the English founder's "spirit,"
se rved

as

a lin k

which tied

the school of

Joyce's

experience to its early beginnings.
Hopkins and another faculty member, Thomas Arnold, had
b een direct ly influenced b y John Henry Newman at very
important moments in their lives.

Hopkins was received

into the Roman Catholic Church by Father John Henry Newman
who was, for a time, his spiritual director, guiding him on
a cour se that led him

to the priesthood as a member of the

Society of Jesus.15

Thomas Arnold's association with Newman began in 1856
with his application to fill the position as Professor of
English on the faculty of Dub lin's Catholic Univer sity.
"Newman regarded Dr.
teaching staff.1116

Arnold's son as an acquisition to his
Thomas Arnold remained in this faculty

position after Newman's resignation and return to England.
Newman's correspondance indicates that Thomas Arnold and he
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exchanged letters about University matters; and when Newman
was looking for faculty members for a boys school that he
started in B irmingham, Thomas Arnold was approached and
accepted the offer,

joining Newman once again.

After a

stormy "crisis of faith" Arnold again returned to Dublin as
Prof essor of English Li terature at the newly named
University College in 1882.
The importance of this bridge between the foundation
of the Catholic University, in the persons of Arnold and
Hopkins,

and the student days of James Joyce must be

recognized.

By their presence on the faculty of University

College these Englishmen probably focused attention on
Newman, and it is probable that Newman's writings were
d iscussed in classroom lectures.

Sullivan describes one

way in which a tradition of Newman was continued at college
in Joyce's day.
He found this stimulation first in the
Literary and Historical Society.
This
u n d e r g r a d u a t e g r o u p c o u ld c l a i m
honorable, though not unbroken, descent
from that Historical, Literary, and
Aesthetical S o c i ety establis hed by
Newman during his second year (1855-56)
as rector
of Catholic University.
More or less complete records, however,
e x i st only f or the period of the
Jesuit's tenure at University College.
In the eighties the society had known
the presence of Gerard Manly Hopkins
and Thomas Arnold, and from that time
on it was to hear the voice of almost
every man prominently associated with
the history of modern Ireland
O'Leary, Yeats, AE, Larkin, De Valera,

13

and others. 17
Upon his return to England, Newman resumed his work
at the Oratory in Birmingham.
writer;

He was sought after as a

he was asked and assumed the editorship of the

controversial magazine J:fil .Rru!!.luJU., and wrote in defense of
the laity's position in the Church.

In 1864 he responded

to a defaming charge by Kingsley in a series of articles
Neither

that would become his A.11..Q.J....Q..g�A �r..Q. Yi�A ���-

Newman nor his works received universal acceptance in
England.
rejection.

Biographies show that he suffered from this
In 1870 his Essay .in Ali Q.f A

.Q.r.amm.a.r. Q.f. Assent

was published; and in 1879 he was made a Cardinal of the
Roman Catholic Church.
The position that Newman held in England and the
acclaim that

surrounded

his

refutation of

Kingsley's

accusation must have been a topic of conversation in
Catholic circles,
in Dublin.

including the clergy and informed laity

For these reasons it can be said that the

faculty and students were aware of, and discussed Newman's
life and his writings.

This conclusion is borne out by

Sullivan in his study of Joyce's academic career in Dublin,
and the interest that the exiled author continued to show
in his later life for the news of his old college.
While assessing the influence of the Jesuits in their
c ont ri bu ti on to J oyce ' s e du cation in h�� .A..m.Q..n.& ..t..h.e.
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.J...§.�Qit�, Sullivan offers a summary of the Irish author's
cynical evaluation of his days in University College.

He

writes that long after his last lecture on Stephen's Green,
Joyce,

whose appetite for any odd news of Dublin was always

insatiable,

followed in whatever Irish papers were at hand

the results of the examinations at his old university:
with a cynical curiosity, a friend
adds, "satirical about those who got
His cy nicism is
all the p r izes."
understandable when one remembers the
conditions of academic life at the old
Royal. For even as an undergraduate,
Joyce, whose admiration for Newman was
was a wa r e that the
immense,
establishment on Stephen's Green was
less than a shadow of that great man's
He knew that,
idea of a university.
C a t h o lic
lik e i t s p re de c es s o r ,
University, it had not in reality been
born of Newman's noble dream of a great
center of learning, but that it had
been troubled into existence by the
wearying conflict between Ireland's two
intransigent masters, the imperial
British state and thi Roman Catholic
and Apostolic Church.1
Sullivan acknowledges that the school which Joyce
attended never really achieved what Newman had hoped for:
"...a tutorial system ..• with an added emphasis on formal
teaching and lecturing. n 19

Joyce's experience "···

was not

suf f icient to convinc e him that he was attending a
university that embodied in action the fine ideas of his

much admired Newman.n20

Joyce's respect for Newman, and his admiration for his

15

writing ability did not end with his graduation from
University College.

Ellmann's biography,

the critically-

accepted standard, shows that Joyce was a life- long admirer
of Newman and, from his familiarity with his books, freely
cited statements that the English writer had made in his
correspondance and conversations.
Joyce's school days,

From his discussion of

we learn of the author's boyhood

a wareness of N e wman's reputation as a writer.

The

curriculum at Belvedere College required the students to
write a weekly essay, and Joyce had earned the respect of
his teachers for his ability as a promising essayist.
one occasion, however,

On

Joyce was corrected publicly for

what was seen as an "heretical" statement.

Joyce's apology

and correction were acceptable to his teacher.

But a

fellow student, a rival perhaps, took exception and waylaid
Joyce on his way home from school.
two stronger classmates,

Pinioned in the arms of

Joyce was asked to give his

op inion about the greatest writer of the time.

"The

greatest prose writer, he said, was Newman, a choice that
sounded goody-goody but was really stylistic.n21
As a student at University College Joyce displayed
both his writing and debating skills as a member of the
Literary and Historical Society.

"This society, like the

college itself, was one of Newman's creations, and it still
ex ists today. n 22

In defense of the content of an essay

16

�m� .s!.lli! Life, which he was not allowed to present,

Joyce

quoted a statement by Saint Augustine which Newman had used
i n h i s .A.Q.Ql.Q.&..i� •

As Ellmann summarizes the essay,

artist in drama,

foregoes his very self and stands a

"The

mediator in awful truth before the veiled face of God.n 22 a

Joyce applied St. Augustine's phrase, securus iudicat orbis
ll.£..£.�.£..!!m , to art ; the artist is no t con c ern e d to make his
work religious,

moral,

beautiful or ideal,

truthful to fundamental laws ••.•n 2 3

only to be

Ellmann

adds that

N e wman I s .A.QQl.Q.&.i.a. dre w J o y c e 's a tten ti on t o t he p hra s e •2 4
What is perhaps more

important is Joyce's awareness of

Newman's understanding of the phrase in its original
setting and application of it to his own advantage against
critics of his essay.

In translation Augustine had said:

"Untroubled the world passes its judgement, that those men
c a nn ot b e g o od who,

in an y p art of the world,

themselves off from the world." 2 5

cut

The ability to quote

Newman indicates that Joyce must have read the

Apologia

.£.rQ

Vita Sua with great care.
In his discussion about his use of this quotation,
Newman had written that these palmary words of Augustine
had provided a solution to the problem of the Donatists in
Africa, who had separated themselves from the main body of
the Church.
What a light was hereby thrown upon
every controversy in the Church! Not
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that, for the moment, the multitude may
not falter in their judgement, ..• but
that the deliberate judgement, in which
the whole Church at length rests and
is an infallible
a cq u i e s c e s ,
presc r iption and a final sentence
against such portions of it as protest
and secede.
Who can account for the
impressions which are made on him? For
a m ere sentence, the words of St.
Augustine, struck me with a power which
I had gever felt f rom any words
before. 2
Joyce uses Newman's understanding of the quotation.

He is

as secure in his own understanding of his paper's position
as Augustine was in his.

Even if the college rector chose

to deny the validity of his paper,

he was,

as the

Donatists, a separatist minority.
Later in Joyce's life, when his daughter Lucia was
showing

signs of

men t al illness,

Joyce denied the

possibility and compared his own situation to that of
Newman who had experienced rejection.
mind was linked to that of other
disapproval,
Newman:

himself

"Her cause in his

victims

of popular

and even in one way Cardinal

"As usual I am in a minority of one.

If I tell

people that ... nobody has ever written English prose that
can be compared with that of a tiresome footling Anglican
parson who afterwards bec ame a prince of the only true
church they listen in silence.n 2 7

Joyce's comparison of

his life's difficulties to those of Newman would seem to
indicate clearly that Joyce had a thorough knowledge of

18

Newman's trials and difficulties after his conversion to
Roman Catholicism.

Joyce's admiration of Newman is not

limited to a comparison of the events in his own life with
similar happ enings in the life of the English writer.

He

also saw Newman as an apologist, a theorist and a stylist
whose artistry was as attractive as it was uplifting.

In a

book that was published in 1912 A History Q..f English Prose
Rhyth�,

George Saintsbury expresses the same opinion when

he writes that Newman was "

one of the greatest masters

of quietly exquisite prose the world has ever seen ." 28
Joyce is known to have read Saintsbury's book.

Thus it is

w orth n oting that Joyce quotes the same passage in A
..E.QK�K��� that Saintsbury singles out as an example of
Newman's finest prose.
this thesis.

This passage is used on page 39

of

CHAPTER TWO:

Newman and Art

Newman's genius as an artist is clearly
in his w ritings.

demonstrated

His theory of literature will be found

principally in his 1h� i.Q.QA QX A .!Lnil.fil'.:..§.llY and his essay
on

A ri s t o t 1 e ' s

Po e t i c s

H arold

M.

in

hi s

..E..§..§.AY.§.

.Q.i::.i.t..i.Q..si.l

Petipas has researched

ll.IlQ

New man's

writings and offers a summary of his theory of literature
in his essay ���ll� iQ�ll QX L.iil.I:ll.!!�&..i.. A B��A.Il.i�
Spectrum.
Petipas begins his essay by taking exception to the
practice of contemporary literary critics who in their zeal
to

unearth literary

f al l a c y

in

thei r

fallacies "···
r es t ri c t ive

ignore the manifest

approach

to

a rt

and

literature,

discussing the works of art as though they were

absolutely

autonomous and hermetically sealed against the

int rusions of the extra-aesthetic world." 2 9

Contemporary

c ritics deperson alize the artist's work to the point that
"··· it would have to be said that a literary work does not
speak to men; it speaks to itself.

It exists in splendid

20

isolation . n 30
In contrast with contemporary criticism Petipas points
to the work of nineteenth century writers, including Newman
n

who

approached literary

works

with a sensitive

awareness of their humanistic values and implication".31

This observation will also be found in DeLaura's HebreH fill.d
He says that: "The special
reasons for Arnold's and Pater's attraction to Newman must
begin and end with the force of the Oxford tradition
i t s el f ,

a

d i s t i n c t i v e t r a di t i o n

of

pe r s o n a l a n d

intellectual formation that I have called "theological

humanism n .32

Unquestionably, the writings of these
th ree men reflect the progressive
detachment of the older Oxford from the
realities of contempory society ..• it
is a theme which Arnold found embodied
in Newman and passed on to Pater, [it]
was very close to the center of the
practical work of his critical career.
Newman was attractive to Arnold because
he provided the fullest definition and
exemplification of the highest, most
c omplex u se of h u man faculties
Newman was ... the supreme practitioner
of t h at refined intellectual and
spiritual perception that is the link
bet ween A rnold' s intellectual and
religious writings.n 33
Fro m t hese t w o sources then it may be said that the
personalist approach to literary criticism was of great
importance to Newman.
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In

his

essay

Petipas divides

literature into the
criticism:

Newman's theory of

four accepted coordinates of art

the artist,

the work, the universe, and the

audience.
Focusing our attention on the literary artist, Petipas
points out that Newman emphas ized the human presence in
artistic works.

In the .l..rulli Newman wrote that the author's

language is the expression of the artist's thoughts, of his
very self.
As a p h ilosop her,
Platonist,

Newman is seen by some as a

a nd this s e ems

to be borne out

in

his

understanding of the writers' artistic vision.
It follows that the poetical mind is
full of eternal forms of beauty and
perfection; these are its material for
thought, its instrument and medium of
obs e r v a t i on - t hese c o 1 or e a �h obje ct
to which it directs its view.3
These forms must be expressed in language befitting their
beauty.

He calls the reader's attention to the works of

Shakespeare, Dryden, and Scott to show how

these

authors

" ••. inspired w ith the ir subject [poured] forth beautiful

words because they had beautiful thoughts."35

Petipas notes that Newman was more concerned with a
general theory of art than an analysis of spec ific works.
He was particularly interested in the writer's use of
langua ge w hich led him to emphas ize the need for "
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clearness of style.n36

"Furthermore, his recognition of

the intrinsic limitations of language led him to stress the
primary importance of metaphor in literary

expression--in

fact in all human communications.n37
From Petipas' point of view,

Newman's approach to

literary work is best demonstrated in his approach to
poetry--in

the Aristotelian sense of the word.

He is in

agreement with Aristotle's understanding of the place of
the plot in a Greek tragedy,

but he disagrees with the

emphasis that Aristotle gave to it, "...the charm of Greek
tragedy does not ordinarily arise from the scientific
correctness of [the]
fact."38
point:

plot is [as]

certain as a matter of

He quotes Newman's own words to emphasize the

"It is not in the plot,

but in the characters,

sentiments and diction that the actual merit and poetry of
the composition are found.n39
Newman singles out the relationship between the plot
and the character, and points to the fictional interplay
between plot and character that is seen in the works of
in his Waverly novels.

Scott, especially

Byron's failure

to do this by telling his readers about the character
rather than "

showing what the hero is

draws

Newman's criticism.
Petipas' understanding of Newman's teaching about the
third element of his literary theory--the universe--is that
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a work of art is not a mere copy of external reality.
Poetry "

supplies us with pictures d rawn not after an

exi s t i n g pattern,

but after a creation of the mind.

Fidelity is the primary merit of biography and history; the

essence of poetry is fiction.n 4 1
adapt nature to human purposes.
nature,

that is,

and beauty,

Artistic compositions

"Art is the development of

its adaptation to the purposes of utility

the human intellect being the developing

power. n 42
The relationship of art to the audience--the fourth
element of his theory--deals with the purpose of art, which
Newman defines as
pleasure and not instruction - a
pleasure which ... must be the refined
an d de 1 ica te en j oy men t of the
Poetry may be
i ma ginati on. 4 3
considered to be the gift of moving the
affections through the imaginattfn, and
its object to be the beautiful.
The pleasure given by good poetry is not the result of
recognition; rather it rises from admiration.

"He [Newman]

was also aware that since images arise out of human
experience they can elicit a more vivid response than can
notions which arise out of abstraction.n 4 5

In this necessarily brief presentation of Newman and
literature as an art, reference should be made again to De
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another probable source of Joyce's admiration of Newman as
it is reflected in the writings of Arnold and Pater.
Newman's important role in the history
of the nineteenth-century aestheticism
s ee m s v i r t u a l l y to h a v e es c a p e d
detection.
A t the base of the large
number of suggestive phrases and ideas
f rom Newman which resonate through
A r n ol d 's a n d Pater's work is the
extraordinary open ness of Newman's
Christian humanism to the diversity and
unpredictab ility of human experience,
even of secular exper ience.
Th is
openness is best conveyed in the I��
Qr� �n�x�����X, above all in the too
litle known essays of the seijgnd half,
and in the .Qr..amrn tl Assent.
James Joyce adm ired European culture,seeing it as
superior to Ireland's contemporary understanding of itself.
Literary critics have pointed out that in this regard he
may have been influenced by Pater:

they say also that

Joyce's descriptive style of writing resembles that of
Pater.

May Joyce not have "found" Pater as a source of

learning in his study of Newman?
Perhaps Newman and Pater coincided most
centrally in suggesting the continuity
and complex unity of European culture.
Newman defended, with a lucidity and
assurance of view not available to a
later genera t i on, a com prehens ive
tradition in the West - an educational
s t r uc t u r e a t o n c e t h eolo g i c a l,
literary, and social - of which Pater
also foune himself the continuator and
defender. 7
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Newman is, then, in history, and in the continuing
acceptance of his thought,
works

are

regarded

an established artist whose

still greatly admired.
by

Joyce,

and

how

demonstrated in the person of

How highly he was

t his

appreciation

Stephen Dedalus

in

is
A

Portrait will be seen in the second part of this thesis.
Newman's style of writing in the A�iQEll must have
attracted Joyce because he uses a similar presentation in A
Portrait.

Lewis E. Gates comments on Newman.
The method that he chose in order to
w i n h i s r e a de r s w a s a d m ir a b l y
conceived.
H e would p ut himself
vitally and almost dramatically before
them; he would bring them within the
act ual sound of his voice and the
glance of his eye; he would let them
follow him through the long course of
his years as student, tutor, preacher,
and leader, and come to know him as
intimately as those friends who had
known him and with whom he had lived
most freely.
Then, he would ask his
readers ,
whe n he ha
p ut his
personality before them ..•

ts

We do not suggest that Joyce is copying Newman's style
b ut his approach in A .fQ.r...t..r.i!il is virtually the same, where
Stephen is placed dramatically before the readers from
infancy to young adulthood.
is invited into

As in the Apologia the reader

an intimate sharing with Stephen in all

facets of his life. 49

The reader experiences pleasure as

he shares in Stephen's story.
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The style of both writers is an invitation to the
reader to experience what the artist is writing, rather
than a presentation of something to be accepted.

The

difference may be seen clearly, especially in the case of
Newman, when the Apologia is compared with a didactic work,
for example,

In�

i��-

its narrative settings,

" ...

t h e A.1rn.Jc.Q,g..i..£ i s d r a m a t i c i n

which recapture the suspense,

the

circumstantial detail, the climax, and "wild surmize" of
past events,

whether external or internai.50

These words

could also be used as a description of A Portrait.
Joyce is also in agreement with Newman when he says
that the merit of literary art is found in the characters
and not in the plot. 51

The plot of A l:fil::�rll�--Stephen's

intellectual and spiritual development--serves as the
background of the story.

But it is the character of

Stephen that absorbs our attention.

Joyce would very

probably earn the same praise as Newman gave to Scott for
his work in the Waverly novels.
Joyce places Stephen in the same Dublin that he knew
so well,

but he avoids making Stephen's experiences a copy

of his own by subtle changes of names and references to
time.

According to Petipas,

Newman does admit that the

writer may draw from perso nal experience, but in art " ••·
experience must be modified to conform to a creative
idea.n52

Joyce has clearly achieved this in A Portrait.
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Stephen's own theory of art is basically the same as
that o f Newman.
disposition

"Art,

said Stephen,

is the human

of sensible or intelligent matter for an

esthetic end.n53

Beautiful things are those which

n

are pleasing to the viewer.n54

In the novel,

Stephen

translates a principle from Thomas Aquinas as "Three things
are needed for beauty, wholeness,
These

three q ualities,

harmony and radiance.n55

integrity, harmony and clarity,

form the basis for Stephen's discussion with Lynch.

The

o bje ct has .i.n.ig_g.r__i.t..y if the artist perc e ives it as a
complete entity.

If its "..Q..Q�pleteness" reflects the unity

of i ts parts the o bject is said to

havens.r.�Q.IlY

or

Clarity, or the whatness of the object, is
what Scholasticism calls the quiddity
essence.
the

of the

object--its

"This supreme quality is felt by the artist when

e sthetic

image

is

f irst

c o nce ived

by

his

imagination. n56
These three qualities of artistic beauty appear to be
present in Newman's theory of literature,

(1)

if the

artist's reflecti on of his concept of the beautiful
corresponds to accepted norms, (2)

if the source of his

ideas, according to Platonic or Aristolelian the ories is
truly beautiful,

(3)

if the language used includes the

selecti on of beautiful descriptive words.
seems

that

there

is

agre e ment

Therefore it

between

Step hen's
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understanding of Thomas Aquinas' theory of beauty, and the
stated requirements of Newman's theory of literature.

The

1 iterary work that includes the artist's understanding of
b ea ut y,

expr essed in pleasin g descr ipt ive words and

conveying h is own thought in the characters of the story in
a way that evokes the admiration of the reader, would merit
N e w m a n ' s appr ova1 •

I t s ee m s t h at A .£.Q.r.t..r£l..1..t. f u1 f i11 s th e

requirements of Newman's theory of literature.

CHAPTER THREE: Why Would Stephen Admire Newman in General?

The number of references to John Henry Newman in A
XQr�r�ti indicate clearly that Stephen was aware of, and
freely quoted from the works of the English convert-scholar-- writer.

The reasons for his admiration are not

clearly stated in the course of the novel; so Stephen's
interest must be traced to sources of information that were
available to him in the Dublin of his day.
It is most probable that John Henry Newman's name
began to attract the interest of the general public with
his controvers ial sermons in support of the Oxford
Movement.

He was already held in high esteem by the

University community at Oxford,

but when he and other

tractarians began to write against the involvement of the
British Government in the affairs of the Church of England,
their

written

protests

attracted

national

attention.

Newman's departure from Oxford, and his conversion to the
Roman C atholic Church were reported in the public press;
and when Newman was ordained a priest in Rome in 1847, he
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began to write in Catholic journals.

I n this way his

ability as a w riter earned him a more general reception
among

Catholics.

Newman was also a popular lecturer.

In

his presentation of the series "The Present Position of
Catholics in England",

Newman included,

of C ardinal W i seman,

an expose of Doctor A c hilli,

defrocked Catholic priest.

a

Aided by friends who took the

opportunity to embarrass Newman,
of a lack of evidence,

at the suggestion

Achilli sued on the basis

and won a favorable judgement.

New man was fined one hundred pounds, and ordered to pay
sixty thousand pounds for the costs of the trial.

The

campaign to raise this money was aided by an appeal for aid
from Cardinal Wiseman; and there was a great response from
Catholics in many countries.

"Then followed a flood of

friendly letters from many quarters.n57

Although it was a

very unhappy ordeal for Newman, the news of the allegedly
unfair trial and judgement against him made him better
known in England and throughout the "Catholic world."
In

1850

the

British

Government

restoration of the Catholic hierarchy.

per mitted

the

To mark the

occasion, Newman wrote and delivered what was to become the
most memorable sermon of the day.

In his Second Spring he

reviewed the history of the Catholic Church in England
since 1635, and then spoke of its future, comparing it to
the cycle of growth in nature.

It was a masterpiece of
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"cloistral silver veined prose":
The Second Spring address was not only
a triumph of religious oratory, but it
was a high example of beautiful English
p r o s e and f i l l e d w i t h b r i l l i an t
symbolism of which Newman was so great
It was applauded not merely
a master.
at the Synod, or among Catholics, but
Even the an ti
all over England.
Catholic nonbeliever Lord Macaulay said
that he had learned it by heart; and
George Eliot, another famous sceptic,
said s�e could not read it without
tears.5
Events such as this made Newman well known to people who
would not have heard of him in any other context.
Newman's

se rmon

establishment of the
mention of the "

to

mark

Catholic

the

occasion

of

the

Hierarchy included the

keen blasts and cold showers

that o ccur in Natu re's Sp ringtime.

n59

The words w ere

prophetic of his own experience in the Catholic community
in England.

In some ways, his understanding of the place

of the laity in the Church was based on a theology not yet
accepted by many of the bishops.
Ki n g s l e y

qu e s t i o n e d

his

He was held in suspicion.

i n t eg r i t y.

Fr o m

these

misunderstandings and accusations came some of his best
apologetic writings, but he was never accepted by the whole
hierarchy; and his position about the infallibility of the
pope caused further problems.
calls a " ••. Period of Ecli pse

Despite what one biographer
n60

Newman continued to
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write and his books were well received.

In 1879 Pope Leo

XIII made him a cardinal of the church.
The factors of Newman's life that would have attracted
Stephen to admire him may be grouped into two categories.
Newman's literary skills, when set apart from any church
affiliation, had earned him universal acceptance.

There

are also parallel circumstances in Newman's life that
Stephen could associate with his own.

This is particularly

evident in their common experience of "exile" in which they
tried to replace dead symbols of the past with meaningful
counterparts in the present.

Both demonstrated their

frustration at the tenacity of people giving their blind
obedience to the past,

while failing to accept the

inevitability of transformed ancient values appearing in
new

ways in the present.

"Vetera l..n Novis .f..2.£.m.1.§.".

From the sketch that we have given of Newman's history
in England it may be safely assumed that he was equally
well known for the same achievements in Catholic circles in
Ireland.

But there is no doubt that Stephen's first and

easiest way to an understanding of Newman was in his
written work.

He did say that Newman was the greatest

prose writer of the era, but it would seem that Stephen did
not only admire Newman's unquestionable ability as an
aut hor and poet.

Mig ht not he,

who spoke of "

refashioning the conscience of his nation in the smithy of
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his soul .

n6 1

as an artistic accomplishment, have seen

the same artistic genius in Newman's writings?
of view concurs with Bradley's opinion.
.J...2ol!!�.§. .J.Qy ce's ..S.Q.h.Q.Q.l..di!.Y.§., he w rit es :

11

This point

In his recent

But it was , after

all, Newman's prose rather than his theories that Stephen
professed to admire.n 62
as a young man
the

One readily concedes that

Stephen

may not have been able or inclined to study

c omplexity

of

Newman's

theories

of

personal

justification and the like, but as an aspiring young artist
there was no impediment to his appreciating the obvious
c r e a t i ve

artistic

accomplishments.

g e n iu s

in

N e w m a n's

Even more can be said.

l i t e ra ry

Stephen's chosen

medium of expression for his own creative skills was, as
with Newman, the skillfully written word.

CHAPTER FOUR: Newman's "Presence" in

A Portrait

Each of the five parts of A �QI�I��� has been called
"· . . the curve of an emotion. n6 3

The mood and the actions

of Stephen reach a crucial moment of decision, and

then

descend into an apparent peaceful time of resolution, only
to be repeated in the next section of the book.
these critical moments of the novel,
Her r on,

Step hen's

a b s o l ution,

re solution

to

In four of

the fracas with

seek

sac r amental

the rejection of the in vitation to the

Priesthood in favor of entering University College, and the
conversation with the dean of studies Stephen makes direct
reference to Newman and

his writings.

An understanding of

Stephen's use of Newman's thought at these times in his
life enables the reader to follow his intellectual and
spiritual growth, as the young man discovers himself in the
process of becoming an artist.

The importance of Newman's

in fluence will be seen as each quotation is studied.

In

each u se of Newman's words or thoughts Stephen reveals
himself as he reaches out for words to express inner
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conflict, or new realizations of a condition of life.
turmoil Newman's words become his prayer.

In

In moments of

intellectual growth Newman's affirmation of new ideas is
his defense.

Newman's vision gives him confidence.

A fuller understanding of Stephen's statement that
Newman is the greatest prose writer of the era begins with
the events that happen in his encounter with Herron and
Wallis, on the night of Belvedere's school play.

Questioned

about his relationship to a young lady whom they have
overheard speaking to his father, Stephen hesitates, and is
goaded on b y H erron with swipes of his cane and the
rep eated

unpleasantne s s
confession:
t h reats

"Ad mit!

c hall eng e :
of

the

Admit!"

situation

To

Step hen

end

the

be gins

a

"Confiteor", but his memory, responding to the

of

"Ad m i t!

A d m it!" ,

recal l s

an

earlier

confrontation when he had stated that Newman was the
greatest prose writer of the era.

At the same time Herron

and two other classmates had beaten him because he would
not deny that Byron was

the best poet of the same period.

Stephen's abilities as an aspiring essayist have been
recognized as his weekly essays received the approval of
his teacher.

The sources of his success

have been linked

to the reading habits that occupied most of his leisure
time .
All the leisure which his school life
left him was passed in the company of
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subversive writers whose gibes and
violence of speech set up a ferment in
his brain before they passed out of it
into his crude writings.
The essay was fo� him the chief
labor of his week • . • 4
The readings that he has chosen

have formed a

"springboard" from which he will vault over the restricting
inf lue nces of his father's advice and his teachers "· . .
urging him to be a gentleman above all things, and urging
him to be a C atholic above all things

•. another voice

was bidding him to be true to his country and help to raise
up her f allen language and tradition .

n 65 "He gave

them ear only for a time but he was happy only when he was
far from them, beyond their call, alone or in the company

of phantasmal comrades.n66

The irony that Joyce intends in

these appeals to Stephen for his loyalty to the Church, and
for his support of Ireland's traditions is clearly seen
when the y are compared to the philosophies of the authors
Stephen has been reading in his leisure time.

Their

thoughts are leading him in an entirely new direction.
The weekly essay was one way that Stephen could create
a temporar y mood of exile.

An admirer of both Joyce and

Newman observes the same sit uation in Newman's life.
his conversion to Rome,
loneliest men .

he bec ame one of

England's

("I became an exile in solit ude"),

for by that act he had separated himself .

"By

n67

[sic]
The
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action is the first suggestion that Stephen gives of the
exile, as a first step in the

necessity of the artist's

plan of creating something new that will reawaken his own
1 and.

This course of action is also seen in Joyce's own

life as a necessary shift that he describes in his student
days at University College.

"No man, said Nolan, can be a

lover of the tr ue or the good unless he abhors the
multitude; and the artist, though he may employ the crowd,
is very careful to isolate himself.n68

It may be safely assumed that Stephen in his two years
of research reading had read some of Newman's writings, in
which he not only came to appreciate Newman's abilities,
but learned the

reasons

for Newman's own "exile" --his

leaving Oxford for the quiet of Littlemore.

No doubt it

was in these years of reading that Stephen learned the
histor y of Newman's attemp t to establ ish a national
Catholic University, and the reasons for its failure.
Informed about the price the artist will sometimes
ha v e to pay , per h aps from Ne w man's .AQ.Q..l.Qll.a. .l:r.Q li.t..a. .S..l.l.a. ,
Stephen had a ready frame of reference when
"Admit!,

Herron's

Admit!" reminded him of the earlier confrontation

in which he had told his inquisitors that Newman was the
best prose writer of the era, something that they accepted.
However, when he stated that Byron was the best poet of the
same period he was beaten with Herron's cane and cabbage
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stalks.
view,

Byron was an immoral person,

to Herron's

could not write good poetry.
As readers of his works learn,

words;

rather he crafts into

apparent meaning of the words.
his

and,

his

Joyce does not waste
story more than the

Stephen's statements and

suffering reflect the martyr's challenge,

and the

pharasaic judgement that denies the "sinner's" ability to
do anything good.
Stephen is n ot simply affirming Newman's skills as a
writer,

he is

speaking in recognition of Newman as a

prophet who went unrecognized among his own, and who before
him had been called upon to defend himself against the
false accusations of Kingsley in his

Apologia

.1:.r..o. lili .,S_y_a_.

The interpretation of Stephen's defense of Newman and the
ass ociation of it with the A..P.Qil.&ll have a foundation in
reality.

It has already been shown that

Newman's use of the Augustinian statement:

Joyce quoted

"Untroubled the

world passes its judgement, that those men cannot be good,
who,

in any part of the world,

world.n69

cut themselves off from the

This theme will recur several times

in the

course of the novel.
Stephen, having stated that Newman is the best prose
writer of the era, does not disappoint the reader who might
legitimately assume that Stephen will give proof of his
opinion by making use of the English author's writing and
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thought later in the novel.

The reader will learn that

Newman's words and thoughts come spontaneously to Stephen's
mind a t m o m e n ts in his life when their use reveals
something about Stephen's behavior and character formation.
Stephen's knowledge of Newman's writings enables him
to use them effectively in diverse areas of life.

Thus,

the reader of .A.f..QJ:.t..r:.a.il will be introduced to Newman as an
authority in matters spiritual and temporal as Stephen's
s tory is told.

After he falls from grace the young

penitent quotes Newman's prayer of intercession to the
V irgin Mary.

As one freed from the restraints of parents

and his high school teachers and independently seeking
wisdom Stephen quotes from Newman's writings on education
and p hil osophy.

When his s tance is challenged and

rejected,

Newman's Apologia becomes the model for his own

defense.

Stephen's usage divides Newman's works into two

categories which provide an outline for the reader to
follow.

As a younger boy, Stephen turns to him as a guide

in religious concerns.
from Newman,

In his pursuit of wisdom, he learns

the scholar, the educator, the apologist.

Stephen's use of Newman's thoughts show a development from
the pious acceptance of religious beliefs to the reasoned
search for knowledge.
As an upper classman,

Stephen had been appointed

Prefect of the Sodality of the Blessed Virgin Mary.

One of
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his

duties was to lead the prayers when the members

assembled in the school chapel to recite the psalms of the
Little Office of� Blessed Virgin�-

Among the psalms

that were said was one in praise of the Virgin.

After his

visit to "Night Town" and his fall from grace Stephen's
guilt is somewhat assuaged by the words of the psalm which
he then applied to his own conscience, including words that
he has remembered from Newman's sermon� Glories Q.f M.ar_y_.
If ever his soul, reentering her
dwelling shyly after the frenzy of his
b o d y's lust had spent itself, was
turned towards her whose emblem is the
morning star, bright an d musical,
telling of heaven and infusing peace,
it was when her names were murmured
softly by lips whereon there still
lingered foul and shameful 'ords, the
savour itself of a lewd kiss. O
Stephen's distressful state of soul worsens when the words
of the director of the annual retreat remind him of days of
his boyhood innocence at Clongowes.

As these memories come

back to him, he thinks of his own soul as it was when he
was a child.
Father

Arnall's talks on the

Catholic Churc h's

teaching about the four last realities in a person's life,
Death,

Jud gement,

Hell or Heaven,

increased Stephen's

feelings of guilt and the necessity of confessing his sins.
The talks used imagery that resembles, at times, scenes
from Newman's ��Am QX �I..Q.fil�.1L§. when the soul journeys
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from this life to be judged.

Torn not only by the memory

of his s inful fall from grace,

Stephen is further

d istressed when he compares the respectable love of Emma
with his counterfeit experience with the prostitute.
Reflecting on ways to change his state of soul, he
weighs approaches to God,

and then chooses to seek the

intercession of the Virgin Mary.

In the imagined vision,

he and Emma approach the Virgin who is described in words
from Newman's sermon as one whose beauty "··· is not like
earthly beauty,

dangerous to look upon,

but like the

morning star which is its emblem, bright and musica1.1171
Placing words in her mouth,
hands, Stephen and Emma.
in heaven.

Stephen hears:

"

take

It is one beautiful evening now

You have erred but you are always my children.

It is one heart that loves another heart. 1172
Father Noon in his Joyce's Pauline Vision sees Stephen
m a k i ng use of th e esco the on Q.QJ: l.QiLl!.i...t.QJ: _g.Q. .Q.Q.J: on Card ina1
Newman's coat of arms in words:
speaks to another heart11.73

"It is one heart that

While the reader may not

accept the theology of the forgiveness of sin that is
implied in Stephen's words,

his use of Newman's words once

again shows their presence in his mind.

This clearly

indicates Stephen's familiarity with Newman's life and
position in the Church's hierarchy as once again he cites a
little known fact about the English churchman.
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Later, in the course of the days of retreat, Stephen
in a state of anguish prays to the Blessed Virgin in a
prayer from Newman's sermon as he resolves to seek the
r eassu ring s i g ns of forg i v e ne ss of the Sacrame nt of
Penance .
He once had meant to come on earth in
heavenly glory but we sinned: and then
he could not safely visit us but with a
s hrouded majesty and a bedimmed
radiance for He was God.
So He came
Himself in weakness not in power and He
sent thee, a creature in His stead,
with a creature's comeliness and lustre
And now thy very
suited to our state.
face and form, dear mother, speak to us
of the Eter nal; not like earthly
b eauty, dangerous to look upon, but
like the morning star which is thy
emblem, bright and musical, breathing
purity, telling of heaven and infusing
0 light of
peace.
0 harbinger of day!
the pilgrim!
Lead us still as thou
hast led.
In the dark night, across
the b 1 eak wi 1 der ness gu id u s on to our
Lord Jesus, guide us home. 4

7

Stephen's behavior after the school's retreat and his
reception of the Sacrament of Reconciliation attract the
attention of the director of vocations,
task it was to discuss the possibility
Society of Jesus with likely you ng men.

a priest

whose

of joining the
Listening to the

words of invitation, Stephen reminisces about times when he
had thought of the idea, seeing himself in the role of a
priest, but now he has other hopes.
The voice of the director urging upon

him the proud claims of the church and
the mystery and power of the priestly
of fice repeated itsel f idly in his
mind. His soul was not there to hear
and greet it and he knew now that the
e xhortation he had listened to had
alread
fallen into an idle formal
?
tale.7
On his way home, Stephen" · •.crosses the bridge over the

stream of the Tolka •...[RubiconJ"76 and returns to the
squalor of his own home.
The pathetic scene Stephen finds at home is that of
his brothers and sisters grouped around the comfortless
table gazing at the scattered remains of an unsatisfying
meal.

The family is about to make yet another move to

escape their landlord. The unpleasant silence is broken as
the children begin to sing a refrain that speaks a message
of hope.

Stephen joins the singers "· •• and remembers

that Newman had heard this note also in the broken lines of
Virgil giving utterance,

like the voice of Nature herself,

to that pain and weariness yet hope of better things which
n 77
has been the experience of her children in every time.

Stephen I s words are taken from Newman I s A �-2..!!!.!!!.a.r. Q.[
�Jill�, where the author is demonstrating the meaning of
real assent to a proposition. Full agreement, he says, is
not given by the school boy to lines of Homer or Horace
when they are heard.

Their meaning is understood and

accepted 1 ater in 1 if e"· . • when 1 on g years have passed,
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and when he has had experience of life,

[that the lines

pierce him] as if he had never before known them, with
their sad earnestness and vivid exactness.n 78
Joyce calls the forceful effect of words whose meaning
suddenly becomes clear in the mind of the person who had
previously read them an epiphan y.
shines forth-- it is revealed.

Suddenly the meaning

"B y an epiphany he meant a

sudden spiritual manifestation, whether in the vulgarity of
speech or of ges ture or in a memorable phase of the mind
itself."79
It seems as if the situation in which Stephen reacts
to what he has seen in the squalor of his home, and the
p la i n t i ve s o n g of his family members are rea llythe
expression of Joyce's own feelings when he was writing the
novel as the flashback of revived forgotten memories.
interpretation explains the use of Ne wman's words;

This
and

their application is in harmony with Newman's explanation
of their delayed effect.

Joyce had not fully understood

the words w hen he studied them in school.
the w ri t in g of the nove l,

It is now, in

that he relives Stephen's

experience and feels the pain of his own chilhood.
Stephen describes his departure from Belvedere as an
escape,

a passage away from the Jesuits who had "• •

•

tried to keep him among them that he might be subject to

them and serve their ends".80

The end that he had been
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born to serve leads him by unseen paths that he describes
in Newmanesque lines remembering as he thinks about a proud
cadence from Newman:

"Whose feet are like the feet of

harts and underneath the Everlasting arms. n81

The use of these lines fr om Newman's i��A �� A
University is by

far the most interesting and puzzling of

the quotations in A ..f..Qtlr.slil.

They are taken from the

first of the nine discourses that Newman gave in Dublin in
1851, and which later became the introductory chapter of
his work containing the entire series of lectures on the
nat ure and purpose of a university.

The quotations are

p laced at the end of Newman's defense of his purpose in
establishing the Catholic University, with an appeal to the
indefectability of the Roman Catholic Church,
unbroken success of papal authority.
Re flections such as these would be
decisive even with the boldest and most
minds
but
f or
one
capa b l e
In the midst of our
consideration.
difficulties I have one ground of hope,
j us t on e sta y , but, as I think, a
sufficient one, which serves me in the
stead of al l other argument whatever,
which hardens me against criticism,
which supports me if I begin to despond
and to which I ever come round, when
the question of the possible and the
expedient is brought into discussion.
It is the decision of the Holy See; St.
Peter has spoken, it is he who enjoined
that
w h i.ch
se e ms
to
us
so
unpromising.tj2

and the
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Newman writes about the success of the authority of
the successor of Saint Peter and the need for adherence to
that same authority:
Did he, in our father's day, fail in
his struggle with Joseph of Germany and
his confederates, with Napolean, a
greater name, and his dependent kings,
that though in another kind of fight,
he should fail in ours?
What grey
hairs are on the head of Judah, whose
y outh is r enewed lik e the eagle's,
whose feet are like the feet of harts,
�n� �s13derneath the Everlasting arms?
Least of all can we, the Catholics of
islands which have in the cultivation
and diffusion of knowledge heretofore
been so singularly united under the
auspices of the Apostolic See, least of
a ll can we be the men to distrust its
wisdom and to predict its failure whgll
it sends us on a similar mission now.
The puzzling aspect of Stephen's use of these words
and thoughts of Newman lies

in the fact that Stephen uses

them while describing his own escape from ecclesiastical
authority, and the invitation to consider a vocation to the
ordained priesthood.

These words

are used to underscore

the success of the Church's highest authority.
perhaps, an example of Joycean irony.

He

It is,

presents Stephen

u s i ng Newman's a p p e al to p a p al authority not as the
guanrantor

of the success of the

k nowing all the while that it

Catholic University

was a

failure--but to

Stephen's own mission, as a priest/artist to continue what
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N e w ma n had b egun.

Stephen is, then, assuming the

responsib ility of continuing Newman's ideals in his own
scheme for the betterment of his country.

Stephen sees

himself as one called to present new ideas -- to enkindle
the flame of knowledge, which was unacceptable in Newman's
time.
Stephen's career in the University College could b�
described as the celebration of his freedom from scholastic
and parental restraints.

His acquisition of knowledge

despite frequent absences from course lectures is described
by one author as the accomplishment of an autodidact.

In

this self-taught experience Stephen continues to show his
knowledge of Newman.
Stephen's use of the phrase "· . • whose feet are like
the feet of harts, and underneath the Everlasting arms" 8 3
is not immediately understandable.

Newman appears to have

taken the phrases from three sources: Psalm 1 8 :34"whose
feet are like that of harts,"Deuteronomy 33:27 "under the
Everlasting arms,"and for the phrase that precedes the
words used by Stephen, Psalm 102:5.

Psalm 1 8 and 102 are

psalms of thanksgiving, while the words from the Book of
Deuteronomy are Moses' words of blessing on the people. 8 5
Newman's use of these words is clear.

The quotations

are in keeping with the thrust of what precedes them.
is saying that the success

He

of his mission--to found the
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C at h o 1 i c U n iv er s it y- - is

as sure as God ' s past protection

and blessing of papal authority.

This interpretation seems

at first g lance to be applicable to Stephen's use of the
words, but they are used in the context of his celebrating
his new ly found freedom from authority, and therefore do
not a p p ly.

H ence, he must have had

in m ind when he quoted them.

some other intention

Ellmann provides an insight

that seems to provide a likely answer.
Ellmann had made a study of the phrase "· •• whose
feet are as the feet of harts

" in relationship to

Joyce's use of self descriptive animal imagery.

In his

�a�es �QZ� he cites evidence from Joyce's conversation
with a friend:
Once he said to Daniel Hummel, another
friend, "Human beings sometimes appear
t o m e t o t a k e s h a p e of an i m a ls.
Bud g eon, for example , is a beaver.
What am I? asked Hummell.
I've always
t h o u g h t o f you a s a c a l f, J o y c e
answered without mercy.
"Thank you
very much, and do you have an animal in
m ind for yourself'?"
"Yes" Joyce
replied, "a deer!" He was thinking of
his old image of himself as the hunted
quarry, which appears comically in the
pursuit o� Bloi� at the end of the
Cyclops episode.
In his study,

Ellmann traces the beginning of Joyce's

use of animal imagery to his satisfaction with a poem that
he had written about Parnell, for his father, when he was
nine years old.

Sharing his father's anger against Healy,

one of the persons accused of betraying Parnell, the Irish
patriot,

Joyce used a quotation from Shakespeare as his

model and named the poem ll �Y ��iy.
delighted with his son's work.
copies to his friends.

John Joyce was

He had it printed and gave

Unfortunately there are no copies

of the poem in existence, but Ellmann, relying, in part, on
the memory of Stanislaus Joyce says that the poem "·
was Joyce's use of antique prototype for a modern instance
"8 6 a

H e says that "

the final portrait of

Parnell as a lofty eagle on the crags is automatic enough,
but

it

still

seems fai ntly pr emoni tory of

Joyce's

description of himself in� ..H.QJJ Office as a stag in the
highest mountain ridges.n 8 7
Ellmann then points out the use of the same imagery in
Stephen 1!.§.rQ which was written after The .fu?...u. Office.
But for th is fantast i c i deal ist,
eluding the grunting booted apparition
with a bound, the mimic warfare was no
less a l udicrous than unequal in a
g round cho sen to h i s di sadvantage.
Behind the rapidly endurating shield
the sensitive answered: Let the pack of
enmities come tumbling and sniffing to
my hi ghlands after their game. There
w a s h i s g r o u n d a n d he f 1 �1sg t h e m
disdain from flashing antlers.
Ellmann concludes: "• •• the prose is infected by the
hero's mind.
not named,

With symbolist reticence hunter and deer are
but their attendant metaphors "the grunting
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booted apparition"

and "flashing antlers" are weighted

with the hero's attitude toward them •

•

The prose

works through emotional image rather than through idea • .
n89

• to desc ribe him self .
not impeccable--the
for

facile

Though the technique is

heroics of "flashing antlers"

example--Joyce's discovery of it

made possible .A

Portrait tl .tlu! Artist�� Young Hfill.
Basing our opinion on Ellmann's research

and the

continuity of Joyce's use of the imagery in his works that
preceded .A .f.QX...t..r.fil.t, we can say that Stephen's u se of the
quotation from Newman is another statement of independent
defiance of authority.

The young artist is signalling the

beginning of his career.
When

Stephen declines the in vitation to become a

member of the Society of priests who had been his teachers
since early boyhood, his decision may well have been based
on a growing dissatisfaction with the content of their
curriculum.

"Lately some of their judgements have sounded

a little childish in his ears and had made him feel a
regret and pity as though he were slowly passing out of an
accustomed world and were hearing its language for the last
time.n90

Thus when the director tries to interest him in

becoming a jesuit he reacts negatively:

"The wisdom of the

priest's appeal did not touch him to the quick.

He was

destined to learn his ow n wisdom apart from others or to
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learn the wisdom of others himself wandering among the

snares of the world. n 91

The University becomes Stephen's chosen way to seek
wisdom: "· • • he had passed beyond the challenge of the
sentries who had stood as guardians of his boyhood .
n 92

He would seek the end he was born to serve by an

unseen pathway.
but

as

The University would be a new adventure,

before

Step hen

exp eriences

dissatisfyin g,

unfulfilled feelings when he realizes how unlike Newman's
vision the University

really is and he expresses his anger

in a conversation with the dean of studies when he meets
him at the school.
His daily walks to the college afforded the time to
reflect upon the literary mentors who enjoyed his approval.
". • • He would think of the cloistral, silver veined prose
of Newman •

n 93

As he walked he would reflect on his

patronizing attitude towards Davin's Fenian ideas:

the

status of Thomas Moore and the memorial slab for Wolfe Tone
were reminders of the morbidity of

his venal nation.

Thoug hts of prostituted ideals and comprised values
accompany him as he enters the University "· . • conscious
of another corruption other than that of Buck Egan and
Burnchapel Whaley. n94
The dean of studies is busily engaged in lighting a
fire and begins his conversation by distinguishing the
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liberal arts and the useful arts.
considers the work he is

Observing him, Stephen

doing and

reflects "· • .-- and

y et [he] had remained ungraced by aught of saintly or of
prelatic beauty.
service without
The corruption

Nay his very soul had waxed old in that
growing

toward light and beauty.

. . .n95

of which Stephen was conscious as he

entered the school

is demonstrated symbolically in the

attention that the dean of studies gives to the practical
art.
Questioning Stephen about the object of the artist
and the need for a definition of what is beautiful,
suggests that the fire is beautiful.

he

Stephen agrees but

shows that seen from another point of view it is a good
that benefits mankind.

Gazing on the dean as he opens the

door to provide a draught,

Stephen sees him as one who

lacks the enthusiasm of Loyola, having no appetite for the
apostolate, someone

. .

• who for all this silent service

it seemed as if he loved not at all the master and little,
if at all, he ends he served.n96

Like a staff in an old

man's hand he serves many purposes.
In the midst of his critical judgement Stephen seems
to have in mind Kingsley's accusing evaluation of Newman
when he states "• • • It seemed as if he used the shifts
and lore and cunning of the world, as bidden to do, for the
greater glory of God• • . • n97

As the dean of studies he
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is monitoring the
planned.

corrupted form of what Newman had

He is the custodian of the symbolic light of

wisdom from an inferior lamp.
Stephen's

angry,

even

The better lamp was stolen.

embittered

criticism

continues

questioning what really lay behind the priest's face "· . .
which seemed like an unlit lamp or a reflector hung in a

false focus. n 98

The discussion is briefly interrupted with a reference
to Newman's sermon on the Virgin Mary.

This discussion

shows once again Stephen's familarity with New man's
writings,

b u t also making the founder of the school

"present" to witness Stephen's dissatisfaction with the
lifeless ghost of the vibrant institution that he had
begun .
Stephen

questions

the meaning of the word "funnel"

and thereby begins an exchange of word meanings, and the
usage of different words to express the same meaning in
their different countries.

The dean is an Englishman,

Stephen holds him in suspicion, and�

looked on him as

the elder brother in the parable may have looked on the
prodiga1.n99

There was no forgiveness in Stephen; he is

being taught in a foreign tongue.

"

• Was the jesuit

house extraterratorial and was he walking among aliens?"ioo
The discussion causes further resentment in Stephen who
sees the

different usage and

understanding of words as a
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diriment impediment to learning.
The language in which we are speaking
is h is b e f o r e it is m ine.
How
different are the words hQm�, �h�..1.tl,
I
.a.il.,master, on his lips and on mine!
cannot speak or write these words
w it h o u t u n r e s t of spir it.
His
language, so familiar and so foreign,
wil l al ways be for me an acquir ed
I have not made or accepted
speech.
its words.
My voice holds them at bay.
My soul frets in the shadow of his
language. 101
In the midst of Stephen's angry, resentful exchange
with the dean, Joyce seems to weave a description of the
ways that

led the dean to the acceptance of

Roman

Catholicism that are, in part, equal ly applicable to John
Henry Newman.

Newman did come from the Evangelical

background of his mother; and he did go through a process
of reasoning before joining the Church of Rome.

Is it

possible Joyce makes Newman present to give the advice of
the dean when he says: "First you must take your degree
n 1 02

If this

inter pretation

is acceptable then

Joyce/Newman is ad v ising Stephen to forego further
speculation and pursue the real purpose of a university the acquisition of knowledge.

CHAPTER FIVE:

The Recognition of Newman's
Influence on Stephen

The opinions of two literary critics are given here
because they offer some points for the better understanding
of Stephen's use of New man .

In his essay in

am�

�Q�

..'IQJi.ay William T. N oon writes that " ••• Stephen is also a
fictional character, created by Joyce, and Stephen's mind

has its own special t wists and turnings .n103

Concerning

these "twists and turnings" Noon acknowledges the efforts
t hat literary critics have made to help the "uninitiated
ad v e nturer " t o u nderst and Stephe n's intellectual and
spiritual f ormation . "

However he insists that " ..• each

adventurer needs to take his own journey, and make his own
report.

A traveller does not just look at maps."104

The study we have made of A .f..Q.r�r_g_ti could be called
an 'adventure,' and

'maps' have certainly been used in

an attem pt to learn m ore about the Joyce/Newman/Stephen
relationship, but the literary critics' "maps" have yet to
provide an adequate evaluation of the effect that Newman's
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life and writings had in Stephen's life.

In general these

maps do little more than acknowledge Joyce's admiration of
Newman, and his "presence" in A Portrait.
r e s u 1 t s o f r e s e a r c h c ou 1 d be g iv en
included

in

the

A listing of the

her e- -the sourc es are

bibliography -- but it would not add

anything to what has already been given in this thesis.
Therefore two references that deal directly with Newman's
influence on Stephen have been singled out,
their length,

and desp ite

they have been included for the reader's

benefit .
The l a t e r chap ters of the book are
filled with near-parodies of Pater, the
pre-Raphaelites, and the Decadents, but
occasionally we can hear another voice,
as when Stephen meditates bitterly on
the dean of studies in chapter 5:
"It seemed as if he used the shifts and
lore and c u nn ing of the world, as
bidden to do, for the greater glory of
God, without joy in their handling or
hatre d of that in them which was evil
but turning them, with a firm gesture
of obedience, back upon themselves; and
for all this s ilent service it seemed
as if he loved not at all the master
a nd l i ttle, if at a ll, the ends he
served.
Similiter atgue senis baculus,
he was, as the founder would have had
him, like a staff in an old man's hand,
to be left in the corner, to be leaned
on in th e roa d at nightf all or in
stress of weather, to lie with a lady's
nosegay on a garden seat, to be ra ised
in menace.
( 186)"
Thes e sentenc es, in sp ite of the ir
somewhat anticlerical bitterness, might
have come from a sk illful preacher.
The leisurely syntax, the fla ir for
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al 1 usion and analogy, the ear for what
u sed to be called "cadence" - all this
probably derives from Cardinal Newman,
whom Stephen regar ds as the greatest
writer of prose in English.
In fac t
Newman is mentioned only a page and a
hal f later: "I remem ber a sentence of
N e w m a n's," Stephen says, perh aps
unconsciously acknowledging his master.
T herefore, the self-consciously
literary style Stephen adopts in the
c l o s i n g c hap t e r s , t h e e m p u r p l e d
Paterian eloquence and the Newmanesque
phrasemaking, serves to make him a
recognizable type.
He is a literary
i ntelle c t ual whose philosophy and
poetry are supersaturated with the
Catholic influences of his upbringing,
and he is highly representative of the
English and Anglo-Irish artists of the
e i g h t ie s and nineties.
L ike those
artists he reacts against society by
t r y ing to create a priesthood of
art. 105
James Naremore's observation recognizes and emphasizes
the peace that Newman has in the novel and seem s to support
the

thesis

that

Stephen's intellectual

and

spiritual

formation cannot be properly understood apart from a study
of Newman' s peace in A Portrait.
A contern porary of Joyce, T. S. Eliot concurs with Levin
and says that: "Eliot has made the plausible suggestion
that Joyce's two masters were Newman and Pater.

Their

alternating would account for the oscillations of style in
the Portrait Q.{ the Artist."106

,-----------------------------------------------

CHAPTER SIX:

Similarities in the Lives of' Newman and
Stephen

In the lives of' New man and Stephen we see a reaction
to the d enial of essential changes, and the accidental
mutability in established truths by the Church and State.
Church leaders had found com fort and security in their
retention of values from the past, as they understood them.
Their understanding of Augustine's "Ever ancient ever now"
excluded the possibility that Eternal T ruth could allow
new

d ev e l o p m ent

understanding .

of

It self

f or

mank ind's

better

Thus, when New man's historical research

began to point to a development of the ideas in the deposit
of faith,

he was seen as an unreliable innovator.

His

challenge to look at the bases of Christian faith was seen
as an attack on Church authority,

particularly when he

pioneered the way for the involvement of the laity in
Church affairs.

Newman was also an outspoken advocate of a

better educational system and the rights of the worker.
What we can see in New man's life and writings would be
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attractive to Stephen because of the stagnating paralysis
that he saw in his own countrymen's relationship to the
authority of the Church and State.

In his view, the Irish

people were uninformed, and unnecessarily subsevient to
values from their past that were, at times fictitious, and
who were,

in large numbers,

practising blind obedience to

the teachers of Christianity, instead of relating to the
tr uths of t he Gospel.

Fear held sway in moral concerns,

a n d w h at feel ings the r e were for a better pol itical
condition were expressed in periodic rebellions that were
followed by greater repression.
by Parnell- -change

What had been championed

through acceptable political structures

--failed to attract the commitment of the major ity; and
when Parnell was presented to the people as "a sinner" his
ideas and progress were rejected.
Although Newman was not entirely successful in his own
d ay, his work became a pr ized legacy for people of later
generations who would benefit from his sacrifice.

Stephen

and the people of his day were living in the first decades
of research into, and subsequent acceptance of Newman's
ideas .
I n the

sermon that he gave at Newman's Requiem,

Cardinal Wiseman spoke these approving words:
But we cannot forget that we owe to
h im, among other things, one singular
ach ievement.
No one who d oes not
i n te n d t o b e l a u g h e d at w ill
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henceforward say that the Catholic
r e l i g i on i s f i t o n l y f o r weak
intellects and unmanly brains.
This
superstition of pride is over.
St.
Thomas Aqu inas is too far off and too
little known to such talkers to make
them hesitate.
But the author of the
�.r..sun.m..a.r. Q.f.. .A.§.�..t. may make them think
twice before they so expose themselves.
Again, the designer and editor of the
Library of the Fathers has planted
himself on the undivided Church of the
first six centuries and he holds the
field; the key of the position is lost.
Moreover, his hymns are in the hearts
o f E n g li s h m en, and t h e y h a v e a
transforming power.
He has taught us
that beauty and truth are inseparable,
that beauty resides essentially in the
thought, so that nothing can make that
to be beautiful which is not so in the
p lainest words that will convey the
meaning.
The English people have read
these thoughts through his transparent
words, and have seen the beauty of
eternal truth as it is set forth in his
mind . l07
In summary,

Stephen also admired Newman as an artist

who worked through the written word to convey his vision of
faith in practice.

As he learned more about the life

Newman lived he would have been impressed, and, no dou bt,
praised his memory for the steadfastness of purpose that he
displayed in the face of opposition.
In h i s a d m irati on for Newman,

Stephen probably

compared his own goals with those of the English writer.
If he did, then his decisions tell
character development.

us something about his

From Newman's life he could learn

that the worth of the artist's creations does not lie in
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their acceptance;

rather the expressions of the artist are

successf ul if he has remained true to his own principles.
This con viction

seem s to be re flec ted in

Stephen's

decisions to leave his homeland, and to try from a distance
to reach the m inds of his countrymen by his writings.
Newman's )l.pologi,s .£1'..Q .Yil.s �J.U!. has been acclaimed as
an excellent autobiographical statement of his spiritual
an d i d eo 1 ogic a 1 d e ve 1 opm en t- - the evo 1 ution o f the ideas
that form the bases for his decision making.

As we have

seen Stephen quotes from this work, and, no doubt, found
direction

for

his own

"journey" in Newman's classical

defense of his own decisions.

In his reading of this work

Stephen wou ld learn that the name he had been given
connotes a state of life that describes Newman's and that
his own witnessing to the truth would require the same
sacrifice.

CHAPTER SEVEN: A Knowledge of Newman's Place in

A Portrait

is Necessary for a True Understanding of Stephen

The re ferences to Newman that are found in A �Qr���il
clear ly indicate how important he and his works are.
other author is cited so often

nor is the work of any

other author so much a part of Stephen's story.
seen,

No

As we have

Newman's thoughts are remembered at crucial moments

in the y oung artist's life.
simply quoted,
t he b ook.

Newman's writings are not

they are integrated into fewer sections of

S t e p hen's a t tra ction to o t h er authors is

mentioned but no one of these has an essential part in the
stor y.

Except for Thomas Aquinas,

the names of other

authors might be substituted, but the removal of Newman and
his writings would require the re-writing of the novel.
The similariti es in the life of Stephen and Newman
have been discussed, Stephen is allowed to discover Newman
and his career to
followed.
when one

establish a

model--an ideal to be

Witnessing to one's own convictions is easier
sees

success in another's life.

In his own
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moments of testing,

Stephen turns to Newman and finds

inspiration and support for his own opinions.
for the most of his life, suffered abuse from

Newman,

those who could not or would not accept his prophetic
statements.

Joyce had a similar experience.

The novel we

are considering was rejected by several publishers:
finally reached the reading public in serialized
installments.

it

monthly

It was published in book form in 1916, after

Joyce experienced more frustrations.
The continuous frustration that is seen in the lives
o f Newman and Joyce,

when they were unable to convince

others with the merit of their artistic work and prophetic
vision,

is also experienced by

Stephen.

His patient

explanation and illustrations of the meaning of beauty are
not understood or accepted by his fellow students.

They

are concerned only with examination results that guarantee
a position with the government or in a lucrative medical
practice.

Lynch is insensitive to the philosophy of

esthetics. "I don't care about it • . . • Damn you and damn
everything.

I want a job of five hundred a year.

can't get me one.111 0 8
listener,

Finding Lynch an unappreciative

Stephen concludes "The world,

drearier than even you,
Stephen,

You

it seems,

is

inability

or

Lynch, imagined.11 109

r e a l i z i ng

Lync h's

unwillingness t o consider anything other than immediate
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material gain,

acknowledges an intuitive reaction.

"A

voice spoke softly to Stephen's lonely heart, bidding him
go and telling him that his friendship was coming to an

end."11 0

He will pursue his own purpose "To discover the

mode of life or of art whereby [the] spirit could express

itself in unfettered freedom. n110a

Like Wolfe Tone and

Parnell he has failed to convince his countrymen that their
ways are decadent, that they do not appreciate their own
spiritual and cultural roots.

"Ireland is the old sow that

eats her farrow.n111
In a statement of prophetic, poetic vision Stephen
declares his intention to fulfill his calling:
I will not serve that in which I can no
longer believe whether it call itself
my home, my fatherland or my church:
and I will try to express myself in
some mode of life or art as freely as I
can and as wholly as I can, using for
my defense the only arms I allow myself
s i le n c e,
e x i le,
a nd
to use
cunning . 112
Ste p h e n has dec lared himself,
country, and church behind him.

and leaves home,

"I go to encounter for the

millionth time the reality of experience and to forge in
the smithy of my soul the uncreated conscience of any
race.n113

In an art yet to be discovered he will transform

the minds and values of his countrymen to the acceptance of
newer, uplifting and rewarding ideals.

He will serve as
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the priest/artist of a new creation " · • . to be not a
p r iest

at the altar

imagination . n 114

but a

present of the eternal

Newman's decision to leave Saint Mary's Church on the
first part of his journey into "exile" contrasts sharply
with Stephen's departure from Ireland.

His

final

sermon,

"The Parting of Friends," contained a message of peace and
th e expres s i on of concern for his friends.

"·

. . --

remember s uch a one in time to come, though you hear him
not, and pray for him, that in all things he may know God's
will,

a n d at a ll times be ready to fulfill it.n115

Newman's way was different but just as final.

He had to

leave all that was formerly his way of life to continue his
creative craftsmanship not as a priest of the eternal
imaginings, but as a sacramental priest.
from the old life to the new.
end of the long dark road,

"· • • Passing

He had at last reached the
so strewn with doubts and

difficulties, and now merged into the light of certitude
and peace.n1 16

Alt h o u g h these understa ndings of their callings
differ, Stephen did n ot ch oose Newman as a model, a stylist
by accident.

He was aware of Newman's ability as a writer,

of course, but he was also aware of the fidelity that he
dem onstrated in the pursuit of truth . As one sees Stephen
deciding to leave the Church, and Newman choosing to remain
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within its fold, it is evident that both responded to their
own calling as they understood it.

The artist must always

endeavor to be true to his own principles.
Although it is evident that Stephen benefitted from
his study of Newman as an artist, it must also be said that
throughout the last section of the novel, he emerges as an
arrogant

young man lacking in the social graces.

He

appears as a snobbish seeker of wisdom, remaining aloof and
distant with no sensitivity for others.
in his approach to others,
kindness or charity.
artistic

There is no humor

nor is there any display of

He did learn much from Newman's

a c c o m p l i s h m e n t s,

bu t

n o t hi n g

of

hi s

gentlemanliness.
T he stated purpose of this thesis was one of service
to future readers of A Portrait.

The task of demonstrating

that Stephen not only admired Newman and his writings, but
that he also learned from him the necessity of adherence to
the expression of truth no matter what the cost may be.
The efforts that have been made to research Newman's
"presence" in A Po.r...t.r.a.i..t.,
De d alus

cannot

be

and to determine that Stephen

prop erly

understood

with out

an

appreciation of Newman's influence, have furnished their
own

reward.

satisfaction,

Ma y

future

r e a d ers

enjo y

the

sa m e

as they experience a better understanding of

the artist as a young man.

APPENDIX

JOYCE' S CORRESPONDENCE
James Joyce's correspondence is a possible source for
Ellman's statement that Joyce's admiration for Newman did
not end with his student days at University College in
Dublin.
verify

In 1905 Joyce wrote to his brother Stanislaus to
in f ormation that he planned to include in the

Dubliners.

In his letter he states:
But the delusion that will never leave
m e i s t h a t I a m a n artist b y
temperament.
Newman an d Renan are
excellent writers, but they have very
little of the temperament that I mean.
Rimbuad, who is hardly a writer at all,
has it.
Of course Renan is an artist
and must have the temperament but it is
balanced by the temperament of a philo
[ol] gist. Newman must have it too but
it is balanced by the temperament of a
th�olo,8ii_an.
I am n either savant or
saint.
7

Another ref erence to Newman is included in a letter
that Joyce wrote to Harriet Weaver in May in 1935.

A

shorter quotation has already been included in the thesis.
A longer quotation is given here to include the emphasis
that Joyce makes in comparisons to recognized artists of

'-·

...
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the day .
As usual I am in a minority of one. If
I tell people that no tenor voice like
Sullivan has been heard in the world
for fifty years or that Zaporoyetz, the
Russian basso, makes Chaliapin sound
like a cheap whistle or that nobody has
ever written English prose that can be
c o m p ared with that of a tir esome
footling little Anglican parson who
afterwards became a prince of the only
true church they listen in silence.
And
These names mean nothing to them.
when I stumble out of the room no doubt
then they tap their foreheads and
sigh . 118
In a letter to Adrienne Monnier, Joyce wrote n .•. the
famous hymn of Newman "Lead Kindly Light" in which the
future cardinal announced the beginning of his conversion
These references seem to
to the Catholic Church.n119
support the opinion that Joyce did indeed give Newman and
hi s works an i m p or tant place in his life and in his
correspondence .
In lighter moments Joyce's ability to quote lines from
Newman is seen in the following observation:
••. Cardinal Newman-whom Joyce regarded
as the greatest nineteenth-centur y
master of English prose and passages
f r o m whose work he had a habit of
reciting to his friends in the mellow
after - dinner hour at Les Triannons or
Fo ug u e t's (hi s f a v o r ite Par isian
restaurants) •.•120
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